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Tunnel magnetoresistive (TMR) devices have superior performances in weak magnetic field detection. In this study, TMR devices
were first employed to form a circular magnetic flux leakage (MFL) sensor for slight wire rope flaw detection. Two versions of this
tailor-made circular TMR-based sensor array were presented for the inspection of wire ropes with the diameters of 14 mm and
40 mm, respectively. Helmholtz-like coils or a ferrite magnet-based magnetizer was selected to provide the proper magnetic field,
in order to meet the technical requirements of the TMR devices. The coefficient of variance in the flaw detection performance
of the sensor array elements was experimentally estimated at 4.05%. Both versions of the MFL sensor array were able to detect
multiple single-broken wire flaws in the wire ropes. The accurate axial and circumferential positions of these broken wire flaws
were estimated from the MFL scanning image results. In addition, the proposed TMR-based sensor array was applied to detect the
MFL signal induced by slight surface wear defects. A mutual correlation analysis method was used to distinguish the signals caused
by the lift-off fluctuation from the MFL scanning image results. The MFL sensor arrays presented in this study provide inspiration
for the designing of tailor-made TMR-based circular sensor arrays for cylindrical ferromagnetic structural inspections.

1. Introduction
In recent years, magnetoresistive (MR) devices have been
integrated into minimalistic sensors for nondestructive testing applications [1, 2]. Compared to inductive coils, the
MR-based sensors can operate in ultralow frequency ranges
with impressive signal to noise ratios (SNR). With its high
spatial resolution and high sensitivity to weak magnetic
fields, the MR-based scanning eddy currents or magnetic flux
leakage (MFL) sensors can successfully detect the surface or
subsurface cracks in conductive or ferromagnetic materials
[3, 4]. As the newest member of the MR family, the tunnel
magnetoresistive (TMR) device has been reported to demonstrate superior performance compared to the anisotropic
magnetoresistive (AMR) and giant magnetoresistive (GMR)
devices [5]. As per the latest publications, TMR-based scanning eddy current systems have the ability to detect surface
notches with dimensions as low as a 400 𝜇m length, 30 𝜇m
width, and 30 𝜇m depth in titanium alloy samples [6]. The
strength of the magnetic field induced by the eddy current
generally is located in the limited linear operation range of the

TMR. However, in regard to the magnetic flux leakage (MFL)
detection in ferromagnetic materials, the magnetizer needs to
be carefully deployed in order to avoid saturation of the TMR
in the applied magnetic or flux fields which were induced
by the defects. Excitation coils with lower DC currents
or surrounding magnetic shield structures are commonly
employed to create the proper magnetic environment for
TMR devices [7, 8].
In our previous research, a single TMR-based MFL
detection system was developed for the detection of flaws
in hoist wire ropes [9]. The MFL signal induced by a single
broken wire (0.5 mm in diameter) in a 14 mm wire rope
could be clearly recognized from the oscillation signal which
was generated by the twisted rope’s surface. In addition, the
minimal angular detection range for a single TMR element
was estimated, and it was determined that it was insufficient
to cover the outside surface of the entire wire rope. Therefore,
a circular sensor array needed to be developed for the
practical inspection of steel wire ropes.
In this study, TMR devices were used to form circular
sensor arrays for detecting the MFL signals induced by
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Table 1: Technical parameters of the TMR devices.

Type specification
MMLP57H
MMLH45F

Sensitive direction
In-plane
Out-of-plane

Sensitivity (mV/V/Oe)
4.9
12.0

Dynamic range (Oe)
±90
±50

Br

Hysteresis (% FS)
0.1
1.1

Br

x

x
Ba

Ba
x

x
Br

Br
Ba

Local flaw (LF)

Linearity range
±30
±15

(a)

Ba

Loss of metallic area
(LMA)

(b)

Figure 1: Axial and radial components of the MFL signal induced by local flaws and loss of metallic area defects.

defects in steel wire ropes with a diameter of 14 mm and
40 mm, respectively. An electromagnetic magnetizer and
a permanent magnetic circuit were deployed for the two
sensor arrays. Finally, multiple single-broken wire flaws and
wear defect detection, as well as their visualization, were
successfully accomplished using the proposed TMR-based
sensor array.

2. TMR-Based Sensor Array for
the MFL Method
2.1. Design of the Circular MFL Sensor Array. Magnetic dipole
and finite element methods are commonly used to analyze
the induced magnetic flux leakage field (FLL) distribution at a
defect in a structure [10]. In this study, the single-broken wire
and axial wear defects in wire ropes were the focus. According
to the published results on this topic, the components of
FLL at both the axial and radial directions of a wire rope
are usually studied for defect extent characterizations [11].
Figure 1 shows both the axial and radial component of the
FLL induced by local flaws (such as broken wires and pitting
defects), along with the loss of metallic area defects (such as
wear and corrosion).
In this study, the MFL signal was detected using a
magnetic sensor with its sensitivity direction being parallel to
the axial or radial direction. The design of a MFL sensor with
an optimal compact structure and enhanced sensitivity was
a premise to obtain high quality signals. Two methods were
commonly employed to improve the MFL signal amplitude.
One of the ways was to increase the applied magnetic
field, which had the ability to strengthen the FFL. Bulkysized permanent magnet circuits have been designed for this

purpose. These types of MFL sensors apply strong dragging
effects on wire ropes to cause serious lift-off fluctuation
and consequently intense noise is induced to disturb the
detected MFL signals. Moreover, the compression effects
on the FFL simultaneously enlarge as the applied magnetic
field is increased [12]. The creation of a near-zero field zone
using magnetic shield has been proven to be an effective
way to minimize the compression effects. Another method
which is used to improve the MFL amplitude is to employ
devices with high sensitivity to the FLL while befittingly
reducing the applied magnetic field, so that it may devise a
compact sensor which can still output the MFL signal with
comparable amplitude. The development of the GMR or TMR
based MFL sensors belongs to the latter way to solve this
problem. In this study, the TMR devices of MMLP57F and
MMLH45F, provided by the MultiDimension Technology
Co., Ltd., were used for the circular MFL sensor array. Their
technical parameters are listed in Table 1.
The design of an effective magnetizer is the primary task
for the construction of a TMR-based MFL sensor. First of all,
in the sensitive area of the TMR, the tested sample should
be evenly magnetized in the applied magnetic field. Secondly,
the strength of the applied magnetic field needs to be carefully
selected in order to maximize the TMR’s sensitivity to the FLL
at the defect. The determination of the accurate strength of
the applied magnetic field or FLL inside the magnetic shield
is vitally important for the design of an optimal magnetizer.
In reality, the strength of the FLL is quite difficult to measure
or predict using a finite element method. In this study, an
electromagnet which can provide an adjustable magnetic
field or a magnetizer with an alterable permanent magnet
is prepared for experimental attempts to help determine the
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Figure 2: MFL sensor array employing seven TMR elements and a Helmholtz-like coil as a magnetizer.

optimal applied DC current of the electromagnet or the
surface induction of the permanent magnet.
In this research study, in order to inspect hoist wire
ropes with relatively small diameters, Helmholtz-like coils
were used together with magnetic shielding as the magnetizer
(Figure 2(a)). An orthogonal test method was employed to
aid in the determination of the optimal structural parameters
of this magnetizer. As discussed in the authors’ recently
published study results [9], the available detection angle
of a single TMR element (MMLP57H) is approximately 50
degrees, so that a total of seven elements are employed to
form a circular sensor array. The TMR elements are then
welded onto a flexible printed coil (FPC) strip (Figure 2(b)).
After being wrapped around the tested wire rope surface
(Figure 2(c)), the entire FPC strip is embedded into the
magnetic shield. The entire MFL sensor measures 38 mm in
outer diameter and 26 mm in height. This can be applied for
inspecting wire rope with a diameter less than 14 mm.
The Helmholtz-like coils are wound onto the tested wire
ropes. Although the process of coil winding is time consuming, the Helmholtz-like coils are applicable magnetizer for
the inspection of wire ropes with small diameters because
they have a simplified configuration but provide an evenly
distributed and adjustable magnetic field. Thus, in the case
of inspecting the wire rope with a diameter of 14 mm, the
Helmholtz-like coils are employed as magnetizer for quickly
evaluating the feasibility and performance of the TMR-based
circular MFL sensor array.
In order to prompt the practical applicability of the MFL
sensor for larger lifting wire rope inspection, the abovementioned methodology of designing TMR-based sensor

array was transplanted for the purpose of developing a
permanent magnet-based magnetizer. This time the MFL
sensor array is tailor-made for the lifting wire ropes with
a diameter in the range of 38∼42 mm. According to the
requirements of the end user, the entire MFL sensor should be
in the form of a hollow cylinder, and the height of the cylinder
was restricted to less than 50 mm, so that it could be applied
to detect the area close to wire rope connectors to shorten the
blind inspection range. The developed prototype of the TMRbased MFL sensor array is shown in Figure 3(a). Its height was
46 mm and its weight was 750 g.
The magnetizer was composed of six branches of yoke
circuits and an embedded magnetic shield which had the
same shape as that of the first version. The yoke circuits were
divided into two identical parts, each of which was mounted
and pasted onto a cylindrical plastic holder. Inside each part
of the magnetic shields, a flexible printed coil strip equipped
with eight TMR elements (MMLH45F) was bent into a C
shape to fit the wire rope surface (Figure 3(b)). After the two
parts were assembled to form a circular MFL sensor array,
the hollow space which held the wire ropes had a diameter of
46 mm. All 16 of the TMR elements were protected by plastic
shells with 1 mm thicknesses. The electrical connections of
power supply and the signal output of the TMR elements were
printed in the strip (Figure 3(c)). The end of the strip was
then connected to a battery which provided the power supply,
along with an acquisition card, via an FPC connector.
2.2. Defect Detection Performance Test. The uniformity of the
TMR element for sensitivity to an MFL signal determines
the performance of the circular sensor array. Any differences
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Figure 3: MFL sensor array equipped with 16 TMR elements for practical wire rope inspection applications.
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Figure 4: MFL signals detected by the sensor array at a circumferential notch and the estimated peak-to-peak amplitudes of the signals.

may be caused by the variability in TMR’s manufacturing and
electrical connectors printing procedures. It is well known
that an imperfect magnetizer and component assembling
errors can magnify the differences among the elements of a
circular MFL sensor array.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the experimental setup in this study
which was constructed for testing the uniformity of MJT
elements in the sensor array. The MFL sensor array scanned
along a steel rod with a diameter of 14 mm at a constant speed.
When it passed through a circumferential notch (CN) measuring 0.5 mm in both width and depth, the output signals
of all seven TMR elements were acquired. Third-order bandpass digital Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency of 5 Hz

and 15 Hz is applied to the received MFL signals. Figure 4(a)
shows the band-pass filtered signal waveforms. The sine
wave-like anomalies which were centered at approximately
12 mm in axial distance represented the MFL signal induced
by the notch. The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the anomalous
waves were estimated and plotted as a polar chart as shown
in Figure 4(b).
The coefficient of the variation (𝐶V ) represented the ratio
of the standard deviation (𝜎) to the mean (𝜇), and it was a
useful statistic for evaluating the variation degree of the data
series. Smaller value of 𝐶V = 𝜎/𝜇 indicates better uniformity
among the elements of the data series. The estimated value
of 𝐶V for the data (Figure 4(b)) was approximately 4.05%,
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Figure 5: Experimental testing results obtained from a steel rod with two blind holes or an axial notch using the TMR-based sensor array.

which indicates good uniformity in MFL signal detection
performance of all the seven TMR elements.
The sensitivity area of a single TMR along a circumferential direction of a wire rope is very limited. When the
TMR deviates from the defect location, its output MFL signal
amplitude will rapidly decrease. This may lead to a reduction
in detection probability of broken wires located at the middle
of the two contiguous TMR elements. Figure 5(a) illustrates
the results, which can be used to certify these conclusions. A
blind hole with a diameter and depth of 0.5 mm was located in
the middle of TMR’s elements #4 and #5, while another blind
hole was located directly beneath the TMR’s #1 element. The
amplitudes of the output signals of elements #4 and #5 were
found to be lower than that of element #1 by approximately
25%. This may lead to failure in the detection of small flaws
that is exactly in the middle of two adjacent TMR elements.
Therefore, for the tested wire rope with a given diameter, it
is better to arrange TMR elements as much as possible along
the circumferential direction of the wire rope to improve the
detection probability and circumferential spatial resolution of
the sensor array. It should be noted that the plastic holder of
the sensor array shown in Figure 2(a) could accommodate up
to seven TMR elements.
Compared to the blind holes, slight wear defects with
varied loss of metallic area are more difficult to detect using
the MFL method. A notch with an axial extension of 20 mm
and a circumferential degree of 44∘ was machined in a steel
rod with a diameter of 14 mm for the purpose of simulating
the loss of metallic area defects. The maximal depth of

the notch was 0.5 mm. Once again, the proposed circular
sensor array scanned along the rod, and the received MFL
signal amplitudes were plotted as a polar chart as shown in
Figure 5(b). A linear interpolation was applied to the signals
for the purpose of generating the scanning image for defect
visualization. Since the circumferential degree of the notch
was concentrated in the sensitive range of a single TMR,
in the polar chart the estimated amplitudes distribution is
exhibited in obvious directionality. The maximal MFL signal
amplitude could be obtained only when one of the TMR
elements was placed above the notch. In the scanning image
results, the two separated MFL signal indicators could be
clearly distinguished. They displayed an opposite feature in
a signal phase, which represented a typical axial wear defect.
The axial extent of the notch could then be roughly estimated
by the distance between these two signal indicators as having
a value of 20.16 mm.

3. Application for Wire Rope Inspections
The results shown in Figure 5 revealed the excellent performance for defect detection of the proposed TMR-based MFL
sensor array (Figure 2) that is developed for inspecting the
wire ropes with a diameter less than 14 mm. Although the
sensitivity of the TMR elements to circumferential defects
is dependent on the orientation of the sensor array, it is
expected to be applicable to the sensor array for wire rope
inspections, especially in regard to the determination of the
defects’ axial locations.
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Figure 6: Experimental testing results obtained from wire rope with
six broken wires.

Figure 6 shows the results obtained from a defective
6 × 19 + IWS wire rope with a diameter of 14 mm. Four
and two single-broken wire flaws were cut around locations
A and B, respectively. At location A, broken wires #1, #2,
#3, and #4 were approximately evenly distributed along the
circumferential surface. Also, broken wires #5 and #6 were
close to each other at location B.
In this study, by simply superimposing the MFL signals
detected by the seven elements (Figure 6(a)), two anomalous
signals were observed approximately near locations A and B.
The superimposed MFL signal at locations A and B had SNR
of around 15 dB and 19 dB, respectively. Thus, the existence of
the flaws and their axial locations can be quickly identified.
More detailed information regarding the defects, including
the number of defects and their more accurate locations,
could then be estimated in the scanning image results, as
shown in Figure 6(b). The indicators near both locations A
and B clearly reflected the existence of a total of six artificial
broken wire flaws in the wire rope. Furthermore, the broken
wire flaws at locations A and B were found to be not aligned
at the same circumference. This was due to the fact that the
broken wire flaws were manually cut at different strands of
the wire rope, and the locations were not easy to control at
the same circumference.
As illustrated in Figure 7(a), an actual surface wear defect
was visible in the wire rope. At least two broken wires were
involved in the wear area. When the MFL sensor array
scanned along the wear defect, the output signals of the TMR
elements were quite complicated, as shown in Figure 7(b). All
of the seven elements were able to detect the wear-induced
MFL signal, even though the signals varied in shape and peak
amplitudes. Unlike in the notch defect case, the scanning
image result failed to give the accurate location and extent
of the wear defects without any prior knowledge regarding
the wear-induced MFL signal features. Herein, the beginning
and end positions of the MFL signal were roughly estimated

Figure 7: MFL signals induced by an actual surface worn area in the
tested wire rope.

as 55 mm and 102 mm, respectively. The axial extent of the
worn area was approximately 47 mm, which was shorter than
that of the practical situation in the tested wire rope. The
wear defect sizing was a challengeable topic for the MFL
method. Since the proposed TMR-based circular MFL sensor
array was capable of detecting such slight wear defects, an
expected database for restoring the MFL signal induced by
the various types of wear defects could be established. Then,
the developed advanced signal processing techniques and
intelligent signal identification methods could be employed
for solving the wear defect sizing problem [13, 14].
The lift-off of the sensor to the tested wire rope with a
diameter of 14 mm during the above-mentioned experiments
kept constant at 0.5 mm. A controllable scanning apparatus
was employed to steadily drag the sensor at constant speed
along the tested sample, so that the fluctuation of the lift-off
during scanning was minimized.
The second version of TMR-based MFL sensor array was
designed for practical wire rope inspection applications. An
antiwear shell with a thickness of 1 mm was placed between
the wire rope surface and the TMR protection bobbin. The
lift-off of the TMR to the wire rope surface was designed as
3 mm, in order to enable the sensor array to smoothly pass
through the wire rope, even if the broken wires jumped to
the surface. To simulate the practical situation, the sensor
array was manually moved along the wire rope to detect the
defects. This time, the lift-off inevitably fluctuated during the
scanning process and induced unexpected noised signals.
Figure 8 shows the scanning image results obtained from
the 6 × 19 s + FC wire rope with a diameter of 40 mm used
in this study. The superposed result of all sixteen elements’
output signals assisted in quickly distinguishing the axial
location of defective areas. If the threshold value was selected
as 50 mV, three suspected defective zones could be observed
(Figure 8(a)) which were consistent with the actual situation.
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received by #3, #4, and #13 elements.

Near each of these three locations, two separated broken
wires were cut in a circumferential direction of the wire rope.
Elements #1 to #4 received some suspect MFL signals
which led to the appearance of a confusion area in the
scanning image results. Although these signals had relatively
lower amplitudes, it was difficult to distinguish them from the
actual MFL signals by simply applying a threshold value to
the signal (Figure 8(a)). The typical MFL signal induced by a
broken wire can be simulated as the signals having the shapes
shown in Figure 1(a). After being filtered, the shapes close to a
windowed tone burst signal. Therefore, in the scanning image
results, a typical MFL signal was found to have periodical
amplitude reversals. This unique feature can be used for MFL
signal identification by applying a mutual correlation analysis
among the signals.
The signals received by elements #3, #4, and #13 were
recalled and plotted, as shown in Figure 9. The signal of
element #3 was used as the standard MFL signal, and the
mutual correlation coefficient (MCC) between the signals

of elements #3 and #4 (or #13) was estimated. The selfcorrelation coefficient of the signals of element #3 was also
calculated for comparison purposes.
When the MCC was lower than 0.5, it was deduced
that the candidate signal could not be treated as a featured
standard signal. The maximal MCC between the signals of
elements #3 and #4 was approximately 0.42. In this study,
there was a tendency to believe that the suspected signal in
the confusion area was generated by the fluctuation in sensor
lift-off during its passing through the wire rope in the range of
150 mm to 270 mm. The MFL signal induced by broken wire
#5 had a comparative amplitude as the signal in the confusion
area. However, it was highly similar to the typical MFL signal,
yielding a value of 0.73 in the MCC. The fluctuation in sensor
lift-off is a problem which is quite frequently faced during
MFL detection. It was very important to design an effective
sensor array carrier structure which enabled the sensor array
to move steadily and smoothly along the wire rope being
tested.

4. Conclusions
Two versions of TMR-based circular MFL sensor arrays and
their flaw detection performances were presented in this
study. The first version employed Helmholtz-like coils as
its magnetizer and seven TMR elements for its feasibility
validation. The experimental testing results showed that
this TMR-based sensor array could effectively detect slight
defects, including blind holes and notches in steel rods. The
amplitude deviation of the signals which were separately
detected by the seven elements was estimated at 4.05%. The
actual axial wear and multiple single-broken wire flaws were
also detected by the TMR-based sensor array. Both of the
MFL detection results gave an impressive signal to noise ratio
(SNR), and the accurate axial and circumferential locations
could be estimated from the scanning image results.
For the purpose of developing a TMR-based circular MFL
sensor array for practical wire rope inspection, the second
version of the MFL sensor array employed a ferrite magnetbased magnetizer and sixteen TMR elements, in order to
increase the circumferential resolution to the wire rope. The
experimental results obtained from a defective wire rope
with a diameter of 14 mm were presented in this study. The
MFL signals induced by six single-broken wire flaws could
be clearly identified from the scanning image results. The
interference signals caused by the lift-off fluctuations may
have formed a confusion area in the scanning image results.
However, a simple mutual correlation analysis assisted in
distinguishing these from the real MFL signals.
The two versions of the MFL sensor arrays presented
in this study provide reference scenarios for the design of
tailor-made TMR-based circular sensor arrays for cylindrical
ferromagnetic structural inspections. In the future, a sensor
array carrier will be designed to form a MFL inspection
system, which will be equipped with a compact and highly
sensitive TMR-based sensor array.
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